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Abstract. Based on the higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province as the research object, mainly in the form of documentary, interviews, field survey research, in-depth understanding of the current situation of higher vocational college football in Jiangxi province, to prevent the problem of higher vocational college football in Jiangxi province traced back to foot movement, according to the survey in Jiangxi province higher vocational colleges to carry out the problems existing in the main school faculty structure is not reasonable, unreasonable football curriculum, facilities not perfect, and imbalance of financial investment to give priority to combined with the above factors, this paper provides a feasible reference for promoting the development of football sports in Jiangxi higher vocational colleges.

Introduction

Along with the development of the society, the state of importance is the development of higher vocational colleges, higher vocational colleges has a pivotal position in the field of education in our country, it is to cultivate conforms to our country social development needs the type of a batch of senior technology applied talents of colleges and universities. In the three years of learning environment in higher vocational schools, the school pays more attention to cultivate the students' cultural knowledge and technical level of teaching, so as to ignore the importance of school physical education "strengthen students' physique, promote students' physical and mental health development, trains the student to engage in sports consciousness and interest, for training students' life-long physical training idea", this is the overall goal of physical education in our country, but in the process of sports teaching in higher vocational colleges is often played down. Although the knowledge and technology of students in higher vocational colleges can provide a platform for promoting better employment of students, it is against our goal of physical education. Cao yuan (2012) believed that, Higher vocational colleges in the process of professional training, to combine the current social needs, students' demand as the guidance, to update teaching ideas, through the study of sports, obtain the physical ability needed in the future and social demand, this is your least-hassle route to promote the benign and healthy development of higher vocational colleges. Football, as the most popular sport in the world, is an indispensable part of campus sports and an important way to carry out extra-curricular sports activities. In 2014, Jinping Xi pointed out: "Catching youth football, cultivating the interests of youth in football, not only to emphasize the cultivation of skills, We cannot ignore the cultivation of the will quality.

Subjects

Aiming at the main purpose of this paper, this paper randomly selects five vocational colleges in Jiangxi province to carry out investigation and research on the current situation of campus football. (Jiangxi tourism and trade vocational and technical college, Jiangxi foreign trade college of foreign trade, Nanchang normal college, Jiangxi applied vocational technical college and Jiangxi judicial police vocational college)
Research Methods

Literature Method

Through literature, scientific and objective to master the current status of higher vocational college campus football in Jiangxi province to understand the current academic circles Suggestions about promoting the campus football development, summarizes the problems existing in the higher vocational college campus football in Jiangxi province, absorbing the existing research results, in order to promote the development of higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province the campus football render contribution.

Expert Interview Method

For the teaching of higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province managers and football coach for a visit, understand the current problems existing in the higher vocational college campus football in Jiangxi province, ask them to promote the opinions of the higher vocational college football.

Field Investigation Method

The selected subjects were investigated in the field to grasp the atmosphere of campus football and to understand the situation of the colleges and universities.

Results and Analysis

Unreasonable Teaching Structure

With the development of science and technology, promote the development of campus football not only depends on the experienced teachers and coaches, more in need of physical education teachers and football coaches in the whole process of football teaching and training combined with scientific training and professional training, in order to provide better and promote the development of campus football. According to the research of the higher vocational colleges in this paper, the age structure and title structure of football teachers in these five colleges and universities are not reasonable. In general, the age of professional football teachers in five higher vocational colleges is younger. Countries vigorously promote vocational education in recent years, for the development of vocational colleges provide a good opportunity, the school constantly expanding, the massive influx of students and the imbalance between teachers and students in school, and in order to reach the balance between teachers and students, the school had to, recruiting, but from the perspective of the result of the current talents, more new teachers with master's graduates is given priority to, although as a school of higher talents, however, all these teachers lack experience in teaching, which requires teachers through continuous learning and accumulation, but the school directly after the introduction of these teachers to put them into teaching jobs. Another face to face, although original football teachers and coaches have rich teaching experience and solid means of training, but lack of a scientific and reasonable curriculum, football teachers with senior title of professional teachers in weekends. It is urgent to promote the development of campus football, which is the main obstacle to the development of football in Jiangxi province. At the same time, referring to about the current situation of higher vocational college campus football now, there are few students in football has a spiritual, creative player is rare, and this factor is strongly influenced by the teacher, it is understood that part of the higher vocational college football teachers own technical ability is weak, and even a part of football teachers is other professional transferred, this is against the development of college football.

The Football Curriculum Is not Reasonable

Interest is an inexhaustible power to promote students to actively participate in the investigation of five higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province football curriculum, the school curriculum is not research, but in order to complete the regulation of the syllabus for simple curriculum. Higher vocational students are a special group of education, and the state has no way to cultivate them. From the current national training in higher vocational colleges students education mode, you can see that hope to graduate students can into jobs, to study in school of applied technology, able to
work into the time is tight and heavy task in higher vocational colleges briefly the important features of the three years of learning career. How to build a class to enable students to actively participate in the development of students' interest in football is imminent. However, during the course setting, it can't be rushed, otherwise it will have the opposite effect. According to the situation of football Settings in five higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province, the physical education courses offered in the freshman year are the basic quality training courses, mainly to improve the students' physical quality. In the second period, opening the option class, students can choose according to their own interests and hobbies of your favorite sports courses, but with less number of football teachers in a school, the school's football option course is difficult to meet the needs of students, lead to many want to do, or football fans it is difficult to get an opportunity to further enhance the technical ability, thus resulting in a decline in the students' interest in learning, for football can only be nearly as well. At the same time from the course content, in order to be able to let the students in the process of learning to avoid sports injury, the course is given priority to in order to practice the ball more, let students learn some basic ball control, while the technology is the foundation of the students to learn football, but the school did not seize the status of the different levels of students, to a certain extent overlooked some skills of students. At the same time, the lack of knowledge of football theory during the course teaching causes them to learn tiredness in the process of learning. From《Guidelines for the teaching of physical education in general colleges and universities in China》The basic goal of the spirit of the targets of sports participation, sports skills, physical health, mental health goals and social adaptation goals, five dimensions of five football curriculum in higher vocational colleges by target the same flaws and movement skills, motor skills goals, to make learners master two or more motor skills so as to achieve scientific exercise, improve their ability of movement, and in the option class, not the hierarchical teaching on students, students learn skills is have to master the skills of the students.

Lack of Hardware Facilities

In recent years, China has vigorously promoted the level of football and the reform of the football system, which has greatly stimulated the students' love for football. The green grass is fast and fast, and the vigorous posture is crisscrossed, and thousands of students are talking about football, which is their favorite interpretation of football.

The school site facilities are an integral part of physical education activities and sports training, and the football field is the necessary hardware for every school. The football atmosphere of a school and the level of football are closely related to the football field facilities. Football is a highly technical and competitive sport, with the facilities reaching the standard or not, which plays an important role in ensuring the safety of students and athletes. Five higher vocational colleges based on the investigation of the case, although the colleges and universities has a standard football field, but the site has a long way to go, not only needs to take the training of the school football team at ordinary times, the school football fans at ordinary times the football activities also need to undertake the task of regular school sports teaching, the football field is very difficult to meet the needs of students, students to use their spare time to participate in the football activities, because these sites more is the school teaching task and the school football team training mission. This has become the main contradiction that hinders the development of the football movement in Jiangxi higher vocational colleges. How to solve the relationship between the demand of the site and the supply is the top priority.

Insufficient Investment

To promote the development of school sports, soccer needs not only the teacher's unremitting efforts, more cannot leave the school support, one money how much is the drive the development of school physical education, improve school sports competition performance, the most powerful guarantee to promote the development of the school football. And football, as a large group class sports, on the capital investment is far higher than other sports, even some higher vocational colleges after spending a lot of money, there has been no ideal for football sports competition.
performance, but in some small sports, less investment, high return. It directly led to cuts in funding for football. At the same time, higher vocational colleges cannot be like the universities and colleges, and the results of sports competitions are not enough. Moreover, a large amount of funds should be invested to develop the special funds for campus football. From the results of the survey shows that the current funding in higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province are mainly self-raised sex, school funding is limited, the development of the school each work all need money, you can into the football is only a handful of funds.

Conclusions and Suggestions

Conclusions

(1) The current unreasonable structure of teachers in higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province football professional teachers, teachers' overall title on the low side, the new teacher's inexperience, but engaged in scientific research ability is stronger, experienced football teacher or coach, the lack of a system scientific training methods.

(2) The higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province football unreasonable curriculum, the teaching process is not rigorous, not timely grasp the students' skill level, football course is difficult to meet the needs of students, resulting in a decline in the study enthusiasm of the students.

(3) Lack of facilities in the site, how to alleviate the relationship between the current site demand and supply is urgent.

(4) The shortage of sports funds and the funds invested in the school will not meet the shortage of football funds, thus slowing the development of football sports in higher vocational colleges.

Advices

(1) Optimize the teaching staff and recruit talents. To increase teachers' learning, promote the communication among teachers of various colleges and universities, adhere to the ideas of absorbing the essence and discard the dregs, and strive to promote the development of football sports.

(2) Construct the three-in-one vocational college football curriculum system. Pure football teaching is difficult to promote the development of the school campus football to classroom teaching, the second classroom training and campus mutual confluence, thus improve students actively participate in, to cultivate students learning interest in football.

(3) Improve teaching conditions and ensure football teaching venues. Scale for students in higher vocational colleges in Jiangxi province, is strengthening the building of a football field, increase seven or five football fields, not only guarantee the football training requirements, and add brick to add tile for football family.

(4) Increase investment. Schools can through the establishment of multidimensional funding system, absorb the social capital as a sponsor, though is a drop in the ocean, but can also be a bit slow pressure, to promote the collector of higher vocational college football.
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